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This document will detail my game experience design titled The Year 2050 where you can find all 
the information relating to my game including the rules, background research, justification of 
design decisions and play-testing results. 


1.1 Game Overview 
Welcome to The Year 2050, a two player game which centres around the idea that you and your 
competitor are attempting to save your city from the surveillance technology labelled ‘HAIL’. 
Players receive mission cards which dictates a number of resources they need to collect in order 
to defeat HAIL, but watch out, HAIL will also be trying to defeat you! The player which collects all 
their resources and maintains them by the end of level three can announce their victory over HAIL, 
if no player wins, HAIL will remain victorious and rule over the city for another 100 years. 


The Year 2050 could be categorised into a number of different genres, Parlett (cited in Woods 
2012) refers to two different kinds of categorisation, those which use game goals or those which 
use game families which is a combination of mechanics. When categorising using Parlett’s 
definition of game goals we could place The Year 2050 into the genre of Eurogames which is 
one of the four pillars of the hobby game market (Woods, 2012). Stuart Woods (2012) points out 
that these games tend to have a strong emphasis on comparative performance through non 
confrontational interaction. Due to my games use of drafting mechanics and the focusing of 
player efforts on defeating HAIL, it communicates the goal that players must place importance 
on their comparative performance by attempting to secure the necessary resources rather than 
confrontation.  

3.1 Theme: 

The Year 2050 is a scenic fiction, surveillance themed game. This theme was generated from my 
experience in BCM325 where I am studying the future of surveillance. Mark Major (2014) explains 
that themes help set up parameters of how you expect a game to take place, what behaviours 
you expect and how you will be interacting with others. By having a surveillance themed game, 
some of the mechanics which have been implemented could be expected such as HAIL (the 
surveillance system) having the ability to search your house and confiscate your resources. This is 
further built upon in the incorporation of a game mat which asks players to select a range of 
locations to ‘hide’ their resources. This connection between theme, rules, mechanics, narrative 
and story can be seen throughout my game with close attention paid to ensuring all of these 
elements worked together to create a cohesive playing experience. 
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3.2 Setting:  
The Year 2050 takes place in whats only referred to as ‘the city’, the reason this fictitious city has 
not been given the name is to keep the game accessibly for a range of audiences. Originally I 
ideated a number of possible names, but I really wanted to convey the idea that ‘the city’ could be 
anywhere and allow players to project their own geographical locations onto this fictitious one. 
Possible future iterations may see different versions of the game generated to represent popular 
cities around the world. 


4.1 Story: 

When playing The Year 2050, players are transformed through the use of the magic circle to a 
future dystopian world where an AI surveillance system dubbed ‘HAIL’ rules. In this city players 
must compete for the much needed resources which will help them bring down HAIL for once and 
for all. But HAIL, being an AI surveillance system is advanced beyond belief and he catches on to 
the plight of these saviours and tries his best to stop their attempts at dethroning him! From the 
second day (round 2) onwards, he sets out his robotic minions to search the players homes and 
their various hiding spots to confiscate the materials they could use to unplug him for good. 


The cities fate rests in their hands and they both want to be know as the saviour of their city. If 
both players fail to bring justice to HAIL, the city will stay in his oppressive control for another 100 
years. The longer they wait, the smarter he gets and the harder it is to stop him!


4.2 Narrative: 
Within The Year 2050, attention has been paid to how the game mechanics help teach the 
narrative and story. Jeremy Holcomb (2017) outlines that there should be an explicit connection 
between your mechanics and your story (or narrative). Your mechanics should feel like your story 
and your story should help teach your mechanics. In a bid to ensure the players were submerged 
within the world of 2050, a number of mechanics were implemented which attempt to strengthen 
this connection including: 


• HAIL attack cards: These cards aim to disrupt play by having HAIL search a players home 
and other areas where they hide their supplies to overthrow him. This mechanic represents 
real world practices like smart policing where individuals who are thought to be suspicious are 
subject to home searchers, questioning and arrests. 


• Possibility of HAIL winning: Within The Year 2050, players play not only against themselves, 
but HAIL as well, meaning he has the possibility to win. This has been done to represent the 
fact that in this future these surveillance systems are advanced and have the ability to 
outperform and outsmart humans. 


• The playing mat: The playing mat, where players place their resources cards represents 
hiding spots where one who may be attempting to overthrow a repressive regime may hide 
their tools. Hence the mat is used to help push forward the narrative of the game. 


4.0 Story & Narrative 
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Please follow THIS link to read the rules and how to play. Pages two through four detail the 
specific game elements and pages five through ten give directions of how to play. 


6.1 Three act structure  
The player experience in The year 2050 can be structured using the three act structure which 
consists of a beginning, middle and end. Because The Year 2050 is designed to be played over 
three seperate rounds or levels, the game already has a distinct three act structure built into the 
very design, making it very easy to differentiate these three stages of player experience which the 
game progresses through. 


The first act: Tidball (cited in Aslam & Brown 2020) states that the gameplays first act is when the 
stage is set for conflict among players, battle lines are drawn and players understand the 
dimension of the conflict. 

Within The Year 2050, this occurs during the first round where players take turns drawing cards 
from the drafting structure. Often players will compete to collect the resources they need, 
meaning they quickly discover the need to develop a strategy which may result in some form of 
conflict between players. 


The second act: Tidball (cited in Aslam & Brown 2020) outlines that this is the meat of the 
struggle, each player attempts to establish an edge over the other so they can make the final 
push for victory. 

Within The Year 2050, this is encapsulated in the second round where players attempt to collect 
the resources they need before it's too late. Here, the HAIL attack cards are introduced which 
creates an added obstacle for players as well as an opportunity for those who may not be in a 
position to win. At this point the outcome is still unpredictable and players must ensure their 
strategy is one which will lead them to victory. 


The third act: Tidball (cited in Aslam & Brown 2020) Outlines this as being the final stage where 
only one is successful in ending the game through their own victory. 

Within The Year 2050, this act is demonstrated by the third and final round where towards the end 
it becomes increasingly clear who is going to win. In saying this, the inclusion of HAIL attack 
cards gives hope to those players who may not be in a place of victory and ensures that the third 
round is still engaging.


6.2 The philosophy engine  
The Year 2050 attempts to communicate the philosophy that players must reflect on the 
implications of surveillance and understand that freedom is a privilege. One way it does this is 
through each material component of the game offering resistance and becoming the philosophy 
itself (Bogost, 2012). By intruding dice rolls, a component which offers resistance to players 
reaching their goals, players are thereby taught that in order to achieve their freedom from HAIL, 
they must first make sacrifices and think strategically about their actions. 


5.0 Rules

6.0 Player Experience
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In this section I will explain some of the design choices made in terms of the material components 
of my game. 



Mission Cards:  
 







Player Resource Cards (can also be applied to HAIL defence cards):   

Clear heading to signify what 
these cards are. Use of dark, 
easy to read colours and font is 
cohesive across all game 
components 

Inclusion of both images and 
words to ensure players of all 
abilities can participate. Adding 
images also makes it easy to 
visualise what resource cards 
you require.

Picture & heading 
to showcase what 
this resource is. 
Easily matched up 
to images on 
mission cards. 

Blurbs to explain how the 
resource would help them defeat 
HAIL. Some use references to 
popular Sci-fi films (such as 
2001: A space Odyssey) to 
further engage players. 

Blue border = level 1

Orange border = level 2

Purple border = level 3 


Blue and orange is said to be 
a colourblind friendly palette 
(Tableau 2016) so these 
colours were chosen to 
represent round one and two. 
Regardless, the backs of 
cards all state what level they 
belong to. 


7.0 Prototyping
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HAIL Attack Cards: 



Game Mat:  










Playing Mat:  











Clear heading detailing what player 
this card is aimed at. 

Description of what exactly a 
player should do to determine 
which resource HAIL will take. This 
will ensure players do not have to 
consult the rules each turn to 
remember this process. 

Orange = level 2 

Purple = level 3 


All card backs state what 
level they belong to. 

Spots for players to place their 
resource cards. Helps players to 
remember they may only hold 9 
resource cards and 3 defence cards 
at any time. 

Spots for players to place their HAIL 
defence cards 

Blue print style background to 
fit the theme of hiding 
resources (like a map). 
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The Year 2050 was play-tested a total of three times between myself and my partner due to 
limited accessibility to other players. Due to the materiality of my game, it wasn’t an option to ask 
friends to print and play the game since there were a number of cards which needed to be 
printed. 


DATE KEY OBSERVATIONS/FEEDBACK

Playtest 1:  
1 May 2020 

See 
Appendix A 
for images 
from this 
play-testing 
session 

• Cards see-through 

• Due to limited strategy and mechanics, was easy to see who would win from 

round two onwards. 

• Tendency for players to stockpile resource cards in fear of HAIL confiscating 

them. 

• Having to collect 30 points was too easy and could easily be done by the 

second round 

• Point values created issues: 


• High value (3 point) cards were more sought after to collect 30 points 
meaning players which had to collect 3 of these found it difficult to 
collect them before opponents.


• HAIL attack cards only targeted low and high value cards not mid value 
(2 point) cards. This creates an advantage for players who have to 
collect primarily 2 point value cards. 


• HAIL attack cards too easy 

Playtest 2: 
24 May 2020 


See 
appendix B 
for images 
from this 
play-testing 
session

• Cards see-through (waiting on card covers) 

• Due to removal of point system some HAIL cards didn’t function very well 

(needed more revision) 

• Introduction of ‘social credit’ (only being able to hold 10 cards at once) was 

successful in limiting stockpiling and the subsequent ability to sell unwanted 
cards gave way to heightened ability to strategise. 


• Removing HAIL defence cards from central drafting structure and making 
them cost 2 coins was an improvement. 

Playtest 3:  
30 May 2020 

See 
appendix C 
for images 
from this 
play-testing 
session 

• Successful game 

• Changed the game rules from allowing a winner to be declared at any point 

during round three to only once the last resource card has been drawn to 
give both players a better chance at winning. The HAIL attack cards could 
greatly effect the supposed outcome of who will win which creates tension 
and hope for whichever player is perceived to be loosing. 


• Suggestion to remove the HAIL distraction cards completely - there were 
only 2-3 in each deck. 

8.0 Playtesting
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9.1 First iteration  
My first draft of the game The Year 2050 wasn’t successful in the slightest, I found the game to be 
quite boring and put this down to the limited ability to employ strategy. Below is a summary of key 
game aspects within this iteration: 

• Players must collect the resources as directed on their mission cards along with 30 points. 

• HAIL will begin taking a turn from round two onwards. His cards will direct players to; get rid 

of either their highest or lowest value card, a card of their choice or he will become distracted 
and miss a turn himself. 


• Players may choose to use a HAIL defence card as chosen from the central drafting structure, 
these defences may only be used for specific HAIL attack cards. HAIL attack cards will dictate 
what defence cards may be used. 


• Players may challenge and defeat HAIL anytime during round three


9.2 Second Iteration  
A number of issues were discovered during the first round of play-testing so a few changes were 
made to improve the game. In particular new mechanics were added with the hope that this 
would increase the ability for players to exercise strategy and overall make the game more 
interesting. Below is a summary of key game aspects within this iteration:

• Players may only have 10 cards at any given time - a mechanic known as social credit. To 

assist this mechanic, players may sell unwanted cards. This helps solve the issue of 
stockpiling and allow players to form a strategy e.g. sell cards your opponent needs. 


• Point system completely removed. 

• Players may purchase discarded cards from whats known as the ‘resource pool’. 

• Players may choose to purchase HAIL defence cards from the top of the playing space.


9.3 Third iteration 
The third iteration of The Year 2050 is the most dramatic with the HAIL attack cards being 
completely redesigned. The mechanics within the third iteration allowed players the ability to 
create a strategy which Adams and Dormans (2012) outline is essential since when players do not 
feel like their decisions matter they become quickly frustrated. By allowing players to use strategy 
and skill, they will remain engaged and be more motivated to play the game again. Below is a 
summary of key game aspects within this iteration: 

• Social credit: Players may only hold 9 resource cards at any given time. 

• Introduction of a game mat to support the new HAIL attack cards: This mat represents a 

number of hiding spots or ‘caches’ where players hide their resources from HAIL. This mat 
also supports the social credit system with their only being limited spots to place cards. 


• HAIL attack cards: These new cards will be directed at either player one or player two and ask 
players to follow a series of steps in determining where HAIL searches and what resources he 
takes. Adams and Dormans (2012) outline that to a certain extent games should be 
unpredictable, this is something which is ensured by the HAIL attack cards as not only are 
players faced with the possibility that they may loose certain resource cards, but they must 
also roll a dice to decide which resource he takes. This mechanic adds an element of luck and 
allows players to form a strategy as to where they should place their cards. 


9.0 Iterations
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The future direction of The Year 2050 could find itself as a kickstarter project due to the popularity 
of tabletop games on this platform. From 2018 to 2019 this category grew more than 6.8%, 
earning more than $219 million (Hall 2020), a good indication that when done properly, board 
games can find incredible success on Kickstarter. Many of the most popular games on this site 
have a science fiction theme, but from my own research games about surveillance were almost 
non existent (Kickstarter, 2020) meaning there is still a niche to be filled which Nathan Lovato 
(2017) outlines is of upmost importance. He outlines that in order to be successful on kickstarter 
you need to be bringing a fresh idea to the table, I believe that The Year 2050 is unique and 
through its theme and some of its mechanics (such as the HAIL attack cards) offers a unique 
playing experience. 


In order for a kickstarter project to be successful Lovato (2017) outlines that you need to build a 
community of people who support your project before launching your kickstarter. In order to do 
this, The Year 2050 could attempt to build a community through utilising social media and in 
particular, niche communities on platforms like reddit as a way to firstly build relationships and 
secondly pitch the game. Of course this direction would take months of work, but I believe the 
game Ive created could eventually become a marketable product funded through kickstarter. 


10.0 Future Direction
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Appendix A) 

Drafting structure: Level 1 

Drafting structure: Level 2 Drafting structure: Level 3Response to HAIL attack card

Resources gathered in level 1 by player 1

Final resources collected by 
player 1 & 2

12.0 Appendix
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 Appendix B)


Appendix C)   

Drafting structure: Level 1 Drafting structure: Level 2
Resources collected in level 1 
by player 1 

Drafting structure & Game set up: level 1 Player mat: End of level 1
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Drafting structure & Game set up: level 2 Drafting structure & Game set up: level 3

Winning player’s resources and game mat 
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